THE DEATH OF THE MONARCHY
with a breaking spirit, and his own dissolution followed^ He
made his will three weeks after his daughter's death^ Softer
overhearing a whispered conversation of his physicians. 6fet
the morrow he assured his wife and his principal doctor in
private that he had a revelation from God promising that he
should not die—whereupon he rapidly grew much worse,
A week after this divine communication a storm of extra-
ordinary violence broke over Europe, and as it was subsiding
three days later, on his own lucky day, September 3, he died at
four o'clock in the afternoon.
Before leaving the mention of this man's strange fortunes it
must be noted that, under his government, the Jewish com-
munity was silently allowed to return to England, for the
first time since the reign of Edward I. It is of little personal
consequence in his own story, for since the alliance between
the Dutch Protestant merchants and the Jews such an example
was bound to be followed this side of the North Sea. More-
over, there had been plenty of Jews in England concealing
their nationality and tolerated. But the new policy marks the
starting-point of what became at last a firm and cordial under-
standing between England and the Jewish people, cemented by.
Freemasonry hi the next century and becoming in the nineteenth
a special characteristic of England.
The End of the Confusion. An unnatural effort was made
to start a sort of dynasty by putting the amiable, and in many
ways admirable, son of Oliver Cromwell, Richard, who had the
grace to be neither fanatical nor without humour, in the place
of his father. A Parliament was called, the Army was dis-
contented with it, and Richard had to obey the soldiers and
dissolve it, which he did towards the end of April of the next
year, 1659. To mark its triumph the Army recalled as a sort
of attendant buffoon the remnant of the old Long Parliament—
now called the Rump in derision. There were forty-two of
the old members, and Lenthall, the original Speaker, was at
their head. Their attempt to assert a moral authority over
the Army made them ridiculous, and at last the farce came to an
end by the action of Monk,
It will be remembered that Monk had been left in Scotland
by Cromwell nearly eight years before, when he had had to
march down to meet the Scottish invasion at Worcester.
During those eight years Monk had created a formidable little

